HandyBug™

BURNDY® is pleased to introduce the HandyBug™ which is a true “All-In-One” connector.

The HandyBug™ connector has extraordinary versatility, it can:

1. Function as a split bolt
2. Make a splice connection
3. Terminate one or two wires to a bus bar or other flat surface
4. Make wire connections to a pipe
5. Terminate wire at electrical motor input points

A true “All-In-One” connector, allowing a contractor to buy and use the same connector for various types of terminations and bonding. The tongue has two holes, installation does not require any special tooling, is both UL Listed and CSA Certified, and is also rated for Direct Burial. The two sizes of HandyBug™ connectors accommodate from # 10 AWG Solid to #2 AWG Solid or # 2 AWG Stranded to 1/0 AWG Stranded.

This connector can make hundreds of different power or grounding connections.

Useful Links

Product Information

- HandyBug™ - Introduction Document
- HandyBug™ - Catalog Sheet
- HandyBug™ - Features & Benefits
- HandyBug™ - Press Release
- HandyBug™ - Installation Instructions

Markets & Applications

- Commercial Contractors
- Emergency Service Technicians
- Maintenance Repair & Operations (MRO)
- Distribution Counters
- Military
- Utilities and Power Distribution
- Industrial Markets
- Retail

Features and Benefits

- Power or Grounding
- Can be used to terminate wires to bus bars for power or grounding
- Can be used for splicing and tap connections
- Used to connect ground wires to pipe or fencing
- No special tooling required
- cULus Listed
- Tin Plated
- Industry standard mounting hole configurations